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As recognized, adventure as without diﬃculty as experience not quite lesson, amusement, as with ease as contract can be gotten by
just checking out a ebook Chomp Carl Hiaasen after that it is not directly done, you could put up with even more on the subject of
this life, regarding the world.
We ﬁnd the money for you this proper as without diﬃculty as simple quirk to acquire those all. We present Chomp Carl Hiaasen and
numerous book collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. among them is this Chomp Carl Hiaasen that can be your
partner.

KEY=HIAASEN - DECKER MARELI
Chomp Knopf Books for Young Readers In this hysterical #1 New York Times bestseller, one kid has to wrangle gators, snakes,
bats that bite, and a reality show host gone rogue! This is Carl Hiaasen's Florida—where the creatures are wild and the people are
wilder! When Wahoo Cray’s dad—a professional animal wrangler—takes a job with a reality TV show called Expedition Survival!,
Wahoo ﬁgures he'll have to do a bit of wrangling himself to keep his father from killing Derek Badger, the show's inept and egotistical
star. But the job keeps getting more complicated: Derek Badger insists on using wild animals for his stunts; and Wahoo's acquired a
shadow named Tuna—a girl who's sporting a shiner courtesy of her father and needs a place to hide out. They've only been on
location in the Everglades for a day before Derek gets bitten by a bat and goes missing in a storm. Search parties head out and
promptly get lost themselves. And then Tuna's dad shows up with a gun . . . It's anyone's guess who will actually survive Expedition
Survival. . . “Only in Florida—and in the ﬁction of its native son Carl Hiaasen—does a dead iguana fall from a palm tree and kill
somebody.” —New York Post “Chomp is a delightful laugh-out-loud sendup of the surreality of TV that will be enjoyed by readers of all
ages.” —Los Angeles Times Chomp Hachette UK Wahoo Cray has grown up with a zoo in his backyard - alligators, snakes, rats,
monkeys, parrots, but it's his dad who's the unpredictable critter. When his dad takes a job with a reality TV show called 'Expedition
Survival', Wahoo ﬁgures he'll have to do a bit of wrangling himself to keep his dad from killing the show's inept star Derek Badger,
who insists on using real wild animals for his stunts. And Wahoo's acquired a shadow named Tuna, a girl who's sporting a shiner
courtesy of her old man and needs a place to hide out. They've only been on location in the Everglades for a day before Derek gets
bitten by a bat and goes missing in a storm. Search parties promptly get lost themselves. And Tuna's dad shows up with a gun... It's
anyone's guess who will actually survive 'Expedition Survival!' Chomp Yearling "Originally published in hardcover in the United
States by Alfred A an division of Penguin Random House Children's Books, New York, in 2012."--Title page verso. Carl Hiaasen 4Book Collection Hoot; Flush; Scat; Chomp Knopf Books for Young Readers Discover the funny side of Florida with #1 New
York Times bestselling author Carl Hiaasen in this collection of four books: Hoot, Flush, Scat and Chomp. "It's classic Hiaasen—laughout-loud Satire in a Florida setting." —Life Squirm Knopf Books for Young Readers A wildly entertaining adventure involving
snakes, grizzlies, a menacing drone, a missing father, and the kid determined to ﬁnd him. In classic Hiaasen fashion, the animals here
are wild, and the people are wilder! Some facts about Billy Dickens: * He once saw a biker swerve across the road in order to run over
a snake. * Later, that motorcycle somehow ended up at the bottom of a canal. * Billy isn't the type to let things go. Some facts about
Billy's family: * They've lived in six diﬀerent Florida towns because Billy's mom insists on getting a house near a bald eagle nest. *
Billy's dad left when he was four and is a total mystery. * Billy has just found his dad's address--in Montana. This summer, Billy will ﬂy
across the country, hike a mountain, ﬂoat a river, dodge a grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, save a neighbor's cat, save an
endangered panther, and then try to save his own father. "A fun romp that will keep readers hooked." —The New York Times Carl
Hiaasen 5-Book Collection Hoot; Flush; Scat; Chomp; Squirm Knopf Books for Young Readers This collection features ﬁve of
Carl Hiaasen's hilarious, award-winning classics! Take a trip to Carl Hiaasen's Florida--where the animals are wild and the people are
wilder--with this collection that includes Hoot, Flush, Scat, Chomp, and Squirm. Hoot: Everybody loves Mother Paula's pancakes.
Everybody, that is, except the cute but endangered owls that live on the building site of the new restaurant. Can the awkward new kid
and his feral friend prank the pancake people out of town? Or is the owls' fate cemented in pancake batter? Flush: The Coral Queen
casino boat is treating the ocean like a toilet bowl, so Noah's dad decides to sink the darn thing. Problem is, there's no evidence of
illegal dumping. Now Dad's in the clink, the boat's back in business, and only Noah can ﬂush the truth out into the open. Scat: The
most terrifying teacher in school is missing in the Everglades, and it's up to Nick and Marta to ﬁnd her. But ﬁrst they'll have to reckon
with a junior arsonist, a wannabe Texas oilman, and a ticked-oﬀ Florida panther. It's all about to hit the fan, and when it does, these
kids better scat. Chomp: When Wahoo Cray's dad--a professional animal wrangler--takes a job with a reality-TV survival show, Wahoo
ﬁgures he'll have to do a bit of wrangling himself to keep his father from killing the show's inept and egotistical star. But the job keeps
getting more complicated--and it isn't just the animals who are ready to chomp. Squirm: This summer, Billy will ﬂy across the country,
hike a mountain, ﬂoat a river, dodge a grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, save a neighbor's cat, save an endangered panther, and
then try to save his own father. Scat Knopf Books for Young Readers Carl Hiaasen takes us deep in the Everglades with an
eccentric eco-avenger, a ticked-oﬀ panther, and two kids on a mission to ﬁnd their missing teacher. Florida—where the animals are
wild and the people are wilder! Bunny Starch, the most feared biology teacher ever, is missing. She disappeared after a school ﬁeld
trip to Black Vine Swamp. And, to be honest, the kids in her class are relieved. But when the principal tries to tell the students that
Mrs. Starch has been called away on a "family emergency," Nick and Marta just don't buy it. No, they ﬁgure the class delinquent,
Smoke, has something to do with her disappearance. And he does! But not in the way they think. There's a lot more going on in Black
Vine Swamp than any one player in this twisted tale can see. It’s all about to hit the fan, and when it does, the bad guys better scat.
“Ingenious . . . Scat won’t disappoint Hiaasenphiles of any age.” —The New York Times “Woohoo! It’s time for another trip to
Florida—screwy, gorgeous Florida, with its swamps and scammers and strange creatures (two- and four-legged). Our guide, of course,
is Carl Hiaasen.” —DenverPost.com Lemons Crown Books For Young Readers After her mother dies in 1975, ten-year-old
Lemonade must live with her grandfather in a small town famous for Bigfoot sitings and soon becomes friends with Tobin, a quirky
Bigfoot investigator. Flush Knopf Books for Young Readers A hilarious, high-stakes adventure involving crooked casino boats,
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ﬂoating ﬁsh, toxic beaches, and one kid determined to get justice. This is Carl Hiaasen's Florida—where the creatures are wild and the
people are wilder! You know it's going to be a rough summer when you spend Father's Day visiting your dad in the local lockup.
Noah's dad is sure that the owner of the Coral Queen casino boat is ﬂushing raw sewage into the harbor–which has made taking a dip
at the local beach like swimming in a toilet. He can't prove it though, and so he decides that sinking the boat will make an eﬀective
statement. Right. The boat is pumped out and back in business within days and Noah's dad is stuck in the clink. Now Noah is
determined to succeed where his dad failed. He will prove that the Coral Queen is dumping illegally . . . somehow. His allies may not
add up to much–his sister Abbey, an unreformed childhood biter; Lice Peeking, a greedy sot with poor hygiene; Shelly, a bartender
and a woman scorned; and a mysterious pirate–but Noah's got a plan to ﬂush this crook out into the open. A plan that should sink the
crooked little casino, once and for all. Hoot Ember Reprint. Originally published: c2002. Bad Monkey Vintage Crime/Black Lizard
Andrew Yancy—late of the Miami Police and soon-to-be-late of the Monroe County sheriﬀ’s oﬃce—has a human arm in his freezer.
There’s a logical (Hiaasenian) explanation for that, but not for how and why it parted from its shadowy owner. Yancy thinks the
boating-accident/shark-luncheon explanation is full of holes, and if he can prove murder, the sheriﬀ might rescue him from his grisly
Health Inspector gig (it’s not called the roach patrol for nothing). But ﬁrst—this being Hiaasen country—Yancy must negotiate an
obstacle course of wildly unpredictable events with a crew of even more wildly unpredictable characters, including his just-ex lover, a
hot-blooded fugitive from Kansas; the twitchy widow of the frozen arm; two avariciously optimistic real-estate speculators; the
Bahamian voodoo witch known as the Dragon Queen, whose suitors are blinded unto death by her peculiar charms; Yancy’s new true
love, a kinky coroner; and the eponymous bad monkey, who with hilarious aplomb earns his place among Carl Hiaasen’s greatest
characters. Here is Hiaasen doing what he does better than anyone else: spinning a tale at once ﬁercely pointed and wickedly funny in
which the greedy, the corrupt, and the degraders of what’s left of pristine Florida—now, of the Bahamas as well—get their
comeuppance in mordantly ingenious, diabolically entertaining fashion. Skink--No Surrender Knopf Books for Young Readers
Richard's cousin is missing, and his best hope of ﬁnding her rests with the wily, one-eyed, ex-governor of Florida. Carl Hiaasen
introduces his iconic character Skink to a younger audience in this nail-biting adventure! A National Book Award Longlist Selection
Classic Malley: her parents are about to ship her oﬀ to boarding school, so she takes oﬀ with some guy she met online... Poor Richard:
he's less of a rebel than Malley, and a lot less trusting. He knows his cousin is in trouble before she does. Wild Skink: he's a ragged,
one-eyed, ex-governor of Florida, and enough of a renegade to think he can track Malley down. With Richard riding shotgun, this
unlikely pair scour the state, undaunted by blinding storms, crazed pigs, ﬂying bullets, and giant gators. In Carl Hiaasen's outrageous,
hilarious, and wildly dangerous state of Florida, there are a million places an outlaw might stash a teenage girl. A million unpleasant
ways to die. And two who will risk everything to rescue a friend . . . and to, hopefully, exact a bit of swamp justice. Sick Puppy
Vintage Crime/Black Lizard When Palmer Stoat notices the black pickup truck following him on the highway, he fears his precious
Range Rover is about to be carjacked. But Twilly Spree, the man tailing Stoat, has vengeance, not sport-utility vehicles, on his mind.
Idealistic, independently wealthy and pathologically short-tempered, Twilly has dedicated himself to saving Florida's wilderness from
runaway destruction. He favors unambiguous political statements -- such as torching Jet-Skis or blowing up banks -- that leave his
human targets shaken but re-educated. After watching Stoat blithely dump a trail of fast-food litter out the window, Twilly decides to
teach him a lesson. Thus, Stoat's prized Range Rover becomes home to a horde of hungry dung beetles. Which could have been the
end to it had Twilly not discovered that Stoat is one of Florida's cockiest and most powerful political ﬁxers, whose latest project is the
"malling" of a pristine Gulf Coast island. Now the real Hiaasen-variety fun begins . . . Dognapping eco-terrorists, bogus big-time
hunters, a Republicans-only hooker, an infamous ex-governor who's gone back to nature, thousands of singing toads and a Labrador
retriever greater than the sum of his Labrador parts -- these are only some of the denizens of Carl Hiaasen's outrageously funny new
novel. Brilliantly twisted entertainment wrapped around a powerful ecological plea, Sick Puppy gleefully lives up to its title and gives
us Hiaasen at his riotous and muckraking best. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Carl Hiaasen's Bad Monkey. Stormy
Weather Vintage Crime/Black Lizard "Hysterically funny. . . . Hiaasen at his satirical best." —USA Today When a ferocious
hurricane rips through southern Florida, con artists and carpetbaggers waste no time in swarming over the disaster area. Among them
are insurance fraudsters, amateur occultists, and ex-cons on the loose. And caught in the middle are Max and Bonnie Lamb,
honeymooners who abandon their Disney World plans to witness the terrible devastation. But when Max vanishes, Bonnie, aided by a
mysterious young man with a tranquilizer gun and a roomful of human skulls, has to follow her only clue: a runaway monkey. The path
of this motley crew will be forever changed by a crazed and determined man who has devoted his very strange existence to saving
Florida from the kinds of people blown in by the hurricane. The hilarious and scathing muckraking tradition that Carl Hiaasen has so
mercilessly made his own continues in Stormy Weather, where there is no calm eye. Basket Case Vintage Books Once a hotshot
investigative reporter, middle-aged Jack Tagger now bangs out obituaries for a South Florida daily. When Jimmy Stoma, the infamous
front man of Jimmy and the Slut Puppies, dies in a diving "accident, " Jack uses clues from the singer's own music to unravel the
mystery and resurrect his career in the process. Hiaasen 5-Book Trade Paperback Box Set (Hoot, Flush, Scat, Chomp,
Squirm) Ember Give the gift of this collectible box set featuring ﬁve of Newbery Honor-winning and #1 New York Times bestselling
author Carl Hiaasen's beloved classics with brand-new kid friendly covers! Take a trip to Carl Hiaasen's Florida--where the animals are
wild and the people are wilder--with this collectible box set that includes Hoot, Flush, Scat, Chomp, and Squirm! Hoot: Everybody loves
Mother Paula's pancakes. Everybody, that is, except the cute but endangered owls that live on the building site of the new restaurant.
Can the awkward new kid and his feral friend prank the pancake people out of town? Or is the owls' fate cemented in pancake batter?
Flush: The Coral Queen casino boat is treating the ocean like a toilet bowl, so Noah's dad decides to sink the darn thing. Problem is,
there's no evidence of illegal dumping. Now Dad's in the clink, the boat's back in business, and only Noah can ﬂush the truth out into
the open. Scat: The most terrifying teacher in school is missing in the Everglades, and it's up to Nick and Marta to ﬁnd her. But ﬁrst
they'll have to reckon with a junior arsonist, a wannabe Texas oilman, and a ticked-oﬀ Florida panther. It's all about to hit the fan, and
when it does, these kids better scat. Chomp: When Wahoo Cray's dad--a professional animal wrangler--takes a job with a reality-TV
survival show, Wahoo ﬁgures he'll have to do a bit of wrangling himself to keep his father from killing the show's inept and egotistical
star. But the job keeps getting more complicated--and it isn't just the animals who are ready to chomp. Squirm: This summer, Billy will
ﬂy across the country, hike a mountain, ﬂoat a river, dodge a grizzly bear, shoot down a spy drone, save a neighbor's cat, save an
endangered panther, and then try to save his own father. Strip Tease Vintage Crime/Black Lizard Only in America could an
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innocent, if drunken, guest of honor at a strip joint bachelor party become a mortal threat against Big Money and Big Government.
Only in south Florida, land of roadside honky-tonks and sinister pleasure boats—not to mention blackmail and murder—would a
virtuous topless dancer join forces with a cool but clueless cop. And only in the ﬁction of Carl Hiaasen do readers experience riveting
suspense and razor-sharp characters along with the most wicked humor imaginable. This is Strip Tease, Hiaasen’s most inventive tale
yet of savage appetites and sweet justice. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Carl Hiaasen's Bad Monkey. Double
Whammy Penguin “Follow the adventures of a news-photographer-turned-private-eye as he seeks truth, justice, and an aﬀair with
his ex-wife” (The New York Times) in this hilarious caper from bestselling author Carl Hiaasen. R.J. Decker, star tenant of the local
trailer park and neophyte private eye is ﬁshing for a killer. Thanks to a sportsman’s scam that’s anything but sportsmanlike, there’s a
body ﬂoating in Coon Bog, Florida—and a lot that’s rotten in the murky waters of big-stakes, large-mouth bass tournaments. Here
Decker will team up with a half-blind, half-mad hermit with an appetite for road kill; dare to kiss his ex-wife while she’s in bed with her
new husband; and face deadly TV evangelists, dangerously seductive women, and a pistol-toting redneck with a pit bull on his arm.
And here his own life becomes part of the stakes. For while the “double whammy” is the lure, ﬁrst prize is for the most ingenious
murder. Mayday Little, Brown Books for Young Readers In the tradition of Counting By 7s and The Thing About Jellyﬁsh, a
heartwarming coming-of-age story about grief, family, friendship, and the importance of ﬁnding your voice Wayne Kovok lives in a
world of After. After his uncle in the army was killed overseas. After Wayne and his mother survived a plane crash while coming back
from the funeral. After he lost his voice. Wayne has always used his love of facts to communicate ("Did you know more people die
each year from shaking a vending machine than from shark attacks?"). Without his voice, how will he wow the prettiest girl in school?
How will he stand up to his drill-sergeant grandfather? And how will he share his hopes with his deadbeat dad? It's not until Wayne
loses his voice completely that he realizes how much he doesn't say. Filled with Karen Harrington's signature heart and humor,
Mayday tackles an unforgettable journey of family and friendship. Squeeze Me A novel Knopf “If you could use some wild escapism
right now, Hiaasen is your guy.” —Janet Maslin, The New York Times From the author of Skinny Dip and Razor Girl, a hilarious, New
York Times best-selling novel of social and political intrigues, set against the glittering backdrop of Florida’s gold coast. It's the height
of the Palm Beach charity ball season: for every disease or cause, there's a reason for the local luminaries to eat (minimally), drink
(maximally), and be seen. But when a prominent high-society dowager suddenly vanishes during a swank gala, and is later found
dead in a concrete grave, panic and chaos erupt. Kiki Pew was notable not just for her wealth and her jewels--she was an ardent fan of
the Winter White House resident just down the road, and a founding member of the POTUSSIES, a group of women dedicated to
supporting their President. Never one to miss an opportunity to play to his base, the President immediately declares that Kiki was the
victim of rampaging immigrant hordes. This, it turns out, is far from the truth. The truth might just lie in the middle of the highway,
where a bizarre discovery brings the First Lady's motorcade to a grinding halt (followed by some grinding between the First Lady and
a love-struck Secret Service agent). Enter Angie Armstrong, wildlife wrangler extraordinaire, who arrives at her own conclusions after
she is summoned to the posh island to deal with a mysterious and impolite inﬂux of huge, hungry pythons . . . Carl Hiaasen can
brighten even the darkest of days and Squeeze Me is pure, unadulterated Hiaasen. Irreverent, ingenious, and highly entertaining,
Squeeze Me perfectly captures the absurdity of our times. Three Times Lucky Penguin Newbery honor winner, New York Times
bestseller, Edgar Award Finalist, and E.B. White Read-Aloud Honor book. A hilarious Southern debut with the kind of characters you
meet once in a lifetime Rising sixth grader Miss Moses LoBeau lives in the small town of Tupelo Landing, NC, where everyone's
business is fair game and no secret is sacred. She washed ashore in a hurricane eleven years ago, and she's been making waves ever
since. Although Mo hopes someday to ﬁnd her "upstream mother," she's found a home with the Colonel--a café owner with a forgotten
past of his own--and Miss Lana, the fabulous café hostess. She will protect those she loves with every bit of her strong will and tough
attitude. So when a lawman comes to town asking about a murder, Mo and her best friend, Dale Earnhardt Johnson III, set out to
uncover the truth in hopes of saving the only family Mo has ever known. Full of wisdom, humor, and grit, this timeless yarn will melt
the heart of even the sternest Yankee. The Grand Plan to Fix Everything Simon and Schuster Eleven-year-old Dini loves movies,
and so when she learns that her family is moving to India for two years, her devastation over leaving her best friend in Maryland is
tempered by the possibility of meeting her favorite actress, Dolly Singh. Lincoln's Grave Robbers Scholastic Inc. A true crime
thriller -- the ﬁrst book for teens to tell the nearly unknown tale of the brazen attempt to steal Abraham Lincoln's body! The action
begins in October of 1875, as Secret Service agents raid the Fulton, Illinois, workshop of master counterfeiter Ben Boyd. Soon after
Boyd is hauled oﬀ to prison, members of his counterfeiting ring gather in the back room of a smoky Chicago saloon to discuss how to
spring their ringleader. Their plan: grab Lincoln's body from its Springﬁeld tomb, stash it in the sand dunes near Lake Michigan, and
demand, as a ransom, the release of Ben Boyd --and $200,000 in cash. From here, the action alternates between the conspirators, the
Secret Service agents on their trail, and the undercover agent moving back and forth between the two groups. Along the way readers
get glimpses into the inner workings of counterfeiting, grave robbing, detective work, and the early days of the Secret Service. The
plot moves toward a wild climax as robbers and lawmen converge at Lincoln's tomb on election night: November 7, 1876. Razor Girl
A novel Vintage A lovable con woman and a disgraced detective team up to ﬁnd a redneck reality TV star in this raucous and razorsharp new novel from Carl Hiaasen, the bestselling author of Bad Monkey. Merry Mansﬁeld, the eponymous Razor Girl, specializes in
kidnapping for the mob. Her preferred method is rear-ending her targets and asking them for a ride. Her latest mark is Martin
Trebeaux, owner of a private beach renourishment company who has delivered substandard sand to a mob hotel. But there's just one
problem: Razor Girl hits the wrong guy. Instead, she ends up with Lane Coolman, talent manager for Buck Nance, the star of a reality
TV show about a family of Cajun rooster farmers. Buck Nance, left to perform standup at a Key West bar without his handler, makes
enough oﬀ-color jokes to incite a brawl, then ﬂees for his life and vanishes. Now a routine promotional appearance has become a
missing persons case. And Andrew Yancy, disgraced detective-turned-health inspector, is on the job. That the Razor Girl may be the
key to Yancy's future will be as surprising to him as anything else he encounters along the way—including the giant Gambian pouched
rats that are haunting his restaurant inspections. The Mechanical Mind of John Coggin HarperCollins Roald Dahl meets The
Penderwicks in this quirky, humorous, whimsical, and heartwarming middle grade debut about two siblings who run away from home
to escape working in the family coﬃn business. John Coggin is no ordinary boy. He is devising an invention that nobody has ever seen
before, something that just might change the world, or at least make life a little bit better for him and his little sister, Page. But that’s
only when he can sneak a break from his loathsome job—building coﬃns for the family business under the beady gaze of his cruel
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Great-Aunt Beauregard. When Great-Aunt Beauregard informs John that she’s going to make him a permanent partner in Coggin
Family Coﬃns—and train Page to be an undertaker—John and Page hit the road. Before long, they’ve fallen in with a host of colorful
characters, all of whom, like John and Page, are in search of a place they can call home. But home isn’t something you ﬁnd so much as
something you ﬁght for, and John soon realizes that he and Page are in for the ﬁght of their lives. The Good Hand A Memoir of
Work, Brotherhood, and Transformation in an American Boomtown Penguin “A book that should be read . . . Smith brings an
alchemic talent to describing physical labor.” —The New York Times Book Review “Beautiful, funny, and harrowing.” – Sarah Smarsh,
The Atlantic “Remarkable . . . this is the book that Hillbilly Elegy should have been.” —Kirkus Reviews A vivid window into the world of
working class men set during the Bakken fracking boom in North Dakota Like thousands of restless men left unmoored in the wake of
the 2008 economic crash, Michael Patrick Smith arrived in the fracking boomtown of Williston, North Dakota ﬁve years later homeless,
unemployed, and desperate for a job. Renting a mattress on a dirty ﬂophouse ﬂoor, he slept boot to beard with migrant men who
came from all across America and as far away as Jamaica, Africa and the Philippines. They ate together, drank together, argued like
crows and searched for jobs they couldn't get back home. Smith's goal was to ﬁnd the hardest work he could do--to ﬁnd out if he could
do it. He hired on in the oil patch where he toiled fourteen hour shifts from summer's 100 degree dog days to deep into winter's
bracing whiteouts, all the while wrestling with the demons of a turbulent past, his broken relationships with women, and the haunted
memories of a family riven by violence. The Good Hand is a saga of fear, danger, exhaustion, suﬀering, loneliness, and grit that
explores the struggles of America's marginalized boomtown workers—the rough-hewn, castoﬀ, seemingly disposable men who do an
indispensable job that few would exalt: oil ﬁeld hands who, in the age of climate change, put the gas in our tanks and the food in our
homes. Smith, who had pursued theater and played guitar in New York, observes this world with a critical eye; yet he comes to love
his coworkers, forming close bonds with Huck, a goofy giant of a young man whose lead foot and quick ﬁsts get him into trouble with
the law, and The Wildebeest, a foul-mouthed, dip-spitting truck driver who torments him but also trains him up, and helps Smith
"make a hand." The Good Hand is ultimately a book about transformation--a classic American story of one man's attempt to burn
himself clean through hard work, to reconcile himself to himself, to ﬁnd community, and to become whole. Nature Girl Vintage
Crime/Black Lizard Honey Santana—impassioned, willful, possibly bipolar, self-proclaimed “queen of lost causes”—has a scheme to
help rid the world of irresponsibility, indiﬀerence, and dinnertime sales calls. She’s taking rude, gullible Relentless, Inc., telemarketer
Boyd Shreave and his less-than-enthusiastic mistress, Eugenie—the ﬁfteen-minute-famous girlfriend of a tabloid murderer—into the
wilderness of Florida’s Ten Thousand Islands for a gentle lesson in civility. What she doesn’t know is that she’s being followed by her
Honey-obsessed former employer, Piejack (whose mismatched ﬁngers are proof that sexual harassment in the workplace is a bad
idea). And he doesn’t know he’s being followed by Honey’s still-smitten former drug-running ex-husband, Perry, and their wise-andprotective-way-beyond-his-years twelve-year-old-son, Fry. And when they all pull up on Dismal Key, they don’t know they’re intruding
on Sammy Tigertail, a half white–half Seminole failed alligator wrestler, trying like hell to be a hermit despite the Florida State coed
who’s dying to be his hostage . . . Will Honey be able to make a mensch of a “greedhead”? Will Fry be able to protect her from
Piejack—and herself? Will Sammy achieve his true Seminole self? Will Eugenie ever get to the beach? Will the Everglades survive the
wild humans? All the answers are revealed in the delectably outrageous mayhem that propels this novel to its Hiaasen-of-the-highestorder climax. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Carl Hiaasen's Bad Monkey. The Treasure of Mad Doc Magee
HarperCollins A rip-roaring puzzle box of an adventure about grit, guts, and gold, from Elinor Teele, the acclaimed author of The
Mechanical Mind of John Coggin. The small, run-down town of Eden is the only place Jenny Burns has ever called home. The roots of
the trees are in her bones, the air of the mountains is in her breath, the lakes and rivers are in her blood. And that’s why, when her
father loses his job and tells Jenny that they may have to move on from Eden, she knows she can’t let that happen. The fever of New
Zealand’s gold rush still runs in the veins of Eden, and everyone knows the legend of Doc Magee: how he found the largest gold
nugget anyone had ever seen and hid it somewhere in the hills before he disappeared. Jenny and her best friend, Pandora, know that
if they can ﬁnd the gold, it’ll solve all their problems. But the way is fraught with mysteries, riddles, and danger—and those are just
the threats they know about. Before her quest is over, Jenny will have to face challenges from within as well as from without. Native
Tongue Vintage Crime/Black Lizard From the New York Times bestselling author comes a novel in which dedicated, if somewhat
demented, environmentalists battle sleazy real estate developers in the Florida Keys. "Rips, zips, hurtles, keeping us turning the pages
at breakﬁnger pace." —New York Times Book Review When the precious clue-tongued mango voles at the Amazing Kingdom of Thrills
on North Key Largo are stolen by heartless, ruthless thugs, Joe Winder wants to uncover why, and ﬁnd the voles. Joe is lately a PR man
for the Amazing Kingdom theme park, but now that the voles are gone, Winder is dragged along in their wake through a series of
weird and lethal events that begin with the sleazy real-estate agent/villain Francis X. Kingsbury and can end only one way.... Hoot A
Novel Teaching Pack Star Island Knopf Twenty-two-year-old pop star Cherry Pye is attempting a comeback from her latest drug
and alcohol disaster. Ann DeLusia is Cherry’s “undercover stunt double,” portraying Cherry whenever the singer is too wasted to go
out in public. But, one night, Ann-as-Cherry is mistakenly kidnapped from a South Beach hotel by an obsessed paparazzo named Bang
Abbott. Now the challenge for Cherry’s handlers (ber–stage mother; horndog record producer; nipped-and-tucked twin publicists;
weed-whacker-wielding bodyguard) is to rescue Ann while keeping her existence secret from the public—and from Cherry herself. A
further complication: Ann has had a bewitching encounter with Skink, the unhinged former governor of Florida, and now he’s heading
for Miami to ﬁnd her. Will Bang achieve his fantasy of a private photo session with Cherry? Will Cherry sober up in time to lip-synch
her concert tour? Will Skink track down Ann before Cherry’s posse does? All will be revealed in Carl Hiaasen’s hilarious spin on life in
the celebrity fast lane. Lucky You Vintage Crime/Black Lizard Grange, Florida, is, famous for its miracles-the weeping ﬁberglass
Madonna, the Road-Stain Jesus, the stigmata man. And now it has JoLayne Lucks, unlikely winner of the state lottery. Unfortunately,
JoLayne's winning ticket isn't the only one. The other belongs to Bodean Gazzer and his raunchy sidekick, Chub, who want the whole
$28 million jackpot to start their own underground militia. But JoLayne Lucks has her own plans for the Lotto money, and when Bode
and Chub brutally assault her and steal her ticket, she vows to track them down, take it back-and get revenge. The only one who can
help is Tom Krome, a big-city investigative journalist now writing frothy features for a mid-sized newspaper. He is about to become
part of a story that's bigger and more bizarre than anything he's ever covered. Chasing two heavily armed psychopaths is reckless
enough, but Tom's got other problems-including his fugitive wife and his own growing fondness for the future millionairess with whom
he's risking his neck. The pursuit takes them to a buzzard-infested island deep in Florida Bay, where they ﬁnally catch up with the
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ﬂedgling militia-and their baﬄed hostage, a Hooters waitress. The climax explodes with the hilarious mayhem that is Carl Hiaasen's
hallmark. Lucky You is his funniest, most deliriously gripping novel yet. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Carl Hiaasen's
Bad Monkey. If I Were a Tree Lee & Low Books Two siblings journey into the woods in a tender story of branching out and new
growth from acclaimed writer Andrea Zimmerman and New York Times bestselling illustrator Jing Jing Tsong. If I were a tree, I know
how I'd be. My trunk strong and wide, my limbs side to side, I'd stand towering tall, high above all, My leaves growing big, and buds on
each twig. If I were a tree, that's how I'd be. The sister has camped in the forest many times before. The brother is nervous for his ﬁrst
overnight trip. As the illustrations in this multifaceted picture book show the siblings discovering the woods, the text celebrates the
strength and grace of the trees that surround them, through evocative verse that speaks to all ﬁve senses: If I were a tree, I know
what I'd smell. Sweet honey and bees, and skunk on the breeze. I'd smell smoke in the air, the breath of a bear, Old fungus decay, and
rain on the way. If I were a tree, that's what I'd smell. And with this new knowledge, the siblings are able to overcome their greatest
challenge yet. Together, Andrea Zimmerman's wise poem and Jing Jing Tsong's kaleidoscopic art show how connections with the
natural world can inspire us to live fully in the present and look hopefully to the future. Isabel of the Whales Yearling Eleven-yearold Isabel is a “plain old” girl living in Provincetown, Massachusetts, who believes that she is destined to accomplish something
special. When her ﬁfth-grade class goes on a whale-watch ﬁeld trip, something amazing happens: Dozens of diﬀerent species of
whales surround the boat, bumping the deck and sending Isabel ﬂying into the ocean. Isabel is shocked to hear the whales speaking
to her—she is a mermaid, they tell her, a “Chosen One” who has the ability to turn from a human into a whale and back again. She is
destined to live among the whales long enough to learn their ways, and teach them about the human world. Living among her pod is
fun, at ﬁrst, but Isabel has an important mission. She will change the whales’ future forever, and learn a lot about herself in the
process. Basket Case Journalist Jack Tagger wages a war to discover the truth behind the death of musician James Stomarti, formerly
with the band Jimmy and the Slut Puppies. Was he murdered? Is someone trying to kill oﬀ the Slut Puppies one by one? Sand Cake
Simon and Schuster On a hot summer day, the Bear family goes to the beach, but Baby Bear soon gets restless and decides to
make a cake which turns out to be not exactly to his taste. The SOS File Macmillan When the year comes to an end and Mr. Magro
prepares to read the stories collected in the SOS ﬁle, the children wait eagerly to see whose emergency story will win them extra
credit for the year. 20,000 ﬁrst printing. Chlorine Sky Crown Books for Young Readers A novel-in-verse about a young girl
coming-of-age and stepping out of the shadow of her former best friend. Perfect for readers of Elizabeth Acevedo and Nikki Grimes.
"Mahogany L. Browne's debut YA ia an absolute masterpiece. It will leave you breathless." -Elizabeth Acevedo, New York Times
bestselling author of The Poet X She looks me hard in my eyes & my knees lock into tree trunks My eyes don't dance like my
heartbeat racing They stare straight back hot daggers. I remember things will never be the same. I remember things. With gritty and
heartbreaking honesty, Mahogany L. Browne delivers a novel-in-verse about broken promises, fast rumors, and when growing up
means growing apart from your best friend. Black and Blue Magic Open Road Media From a three-time Newbery Honor author:
Harry Houdini Marco had it hard enough as a normal clumsy twelve-year-old—but growing wings made it even worse. Except for his
unusual name, Harry Houdini Marco is unremarkable in every way. While his namesake was the greatest illusionist of all time, Harry
can’t even catch a ball. He is on the verge of a long, boring summer—and he is dreading every moment of it. Then he meets a
mysterious traveling salesman named Mr. Mazzeeck. But Mr. Mazzeeck is more than a traveling salesman, he’s a wizard—at least, he
claims to be. Before he leaves town, Mr. Mazzeeck gives Harry a bottle of magical oil, saying that the potion will give him wings. And
to Harry’s amazement, the oil works: He gets wings! Now he just has to ﬁgure out how to use them. This ebook features an extended
biography of Zilpha Keatley Snyder. Tourist Season Penguin Take a trip to exotic South Florida with this dark, funny book that
established Carl Hiaasen as one of the top mystery writers in the game. The ﬁrst sign of trouble is a Shriner's fez washed up on a
Miami beach. The next is a suitcase containing the almost-legless body of the local chamber of commerce president found ﬂoating in a
canal... The locals are desperate to keep the murders under wraps and the tourist money ﬂowing. But it will take a reporterturned–private eye to make sense of a caper that mixes football players, politicians, and one very hungry crocodile in this classic
mystery that GQ called “one of the top ten destination reads of all time.”
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